Slab Rollers

Studio Equipment

Northstar ... Slab Rollers That Just WORK!
North Star Slab Rollers have a dual roller design which firmly, consistently
compresses the clay from both sides, in either direction, with minimum effort up
to 24” wide and as long as your workspace permits, from paper thin to 2½” thick.

Standard Slab Rollers
Includes complete 24” Slab Roller with steel frame worktable, crank-style handle,
wagon wheel handle, and starter canvas. Optional collapsible add-on wings are
available separately. The wings and bottom shelf fit Northstar standard 24” slab
rollers.
NS550.............. Standard 24” Slab Roller Pkg.....................$1150.99
NS500.............. 24” Slab Roller, no table............................... $789.99
NS500BS......... Bottom Shelf Kit for 24” Roller..................... $269.99
......................... (shelf measures 24x42”)

NS550

TWBLK............. Blank Wing for 24” Roller.............................. $239.99
......................... (Collapsible extra work space: 24x24”)

Super Slab Rollers
Complete 24”, 30” and 36” slab rollers with large 4” rollers, steel work-table,
crank handle, wagon wheel handle and starter canvas. Super Slab Rollers
carry a lifetime warranty.
NS1024............ 24” Super Slab Roller Pkg...........................$1649.99
TWBLK-S24...... Blank Wing (24x24x3/4”)............................. $239.99

NS1024 on
our sales floor
with bucket wing,
blank wing and
slab mats.

NS1025........... 30” Super Slab Roller Pkg..........................$2059.99
TWBLK-S30..... Blank Wing (30x24x3/4”)............................. $259.99
NS1050........... 36” Super Slab Roller Pkg..........................$2559.99
TWBLK-S36..... Blank Wing (36x24x3/4”)............................. $279.99

NS501

Portable Slab Rollers
Designed especially for ceramic arts teachers who move from classroom
to classroom and for studio potters who need a fully functional slab roller
but have limited space.
NS501.............. 18” Porta Roller Complete............................ $729.99
NSCT500......... Polaris 24” Slab Roller.................................. $969.99

NSCT500

• For more information: georgies.com/northstar •

Shimpo ... a Heavy Duty Slab Roller!
Shimpo’s slab roller can produce slabs up to 3 inches thick. The two-roller
system evenly distributes pressure on the slab to reduce warping. Dual hand
wheels and a thickness indicator provide synchronized fine adjustment and
allow you to precisely control the thickness of the slab. The wagon wheel
handle provides effortless feeding of clay through the rollers in either
direction. The tabletop is 30" x 50", and the table’s height is 36”.
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SR3050

SR3050.......... Shimpo Slab Roller...................................... $1092.00

Catalog prices change over time. For the most current prices call us or visit our website.

